Dear Sirs,
Please, kindly find below 2 (two) patent quality-related topics that I believe should be a subject
of a case study. I think, this would help USPTO employees to better the quality of their services
and to take action in improving the quality of the patent registration process. By the way, my exhusband (100K) built USPTO buildings in Arlington and I used to live across the street from
them. Nice area!
1.
Title: "Wider choice of file extensions for receipt of electronically submitted patents' drawings,
sketches and plans."
Proposal for study: "Research and implementation of reception of electronically submitted
drawings, sketches and plans as multiple extensions files using Adobe Illustrator, AutoCAD,
Archicad, Google SketchUP (language: Ruby), and other software, that would allow inventors to
be more flexible and creative in terms of quick documentation preparation, submission,
registration, and invention manufacturing."
Explanation: If I understand it correctly, nowadays USPTO accepts patents' drawings, sketches
and plans electronically in different types of formats. I suggest that the choice of file extensions
potentially should be broadened. As a result, in my opinion, this would speed up the paperwork
submission process and save clientele’s time in file conversion. In conclusion, this would give an
opportunity to the researchers to further develop their skills in learning new software, would
serve as an example in training of new customers, and would stimulate further interest in the
field of intellectual property law.
2.
Title: "Possibility/opportunity/chance of reregistration of inventions with improvements and
minor changes and prompt reporting."
Proposal for study: "Monthly infographic life-cycle and history reporting on reregistered
inventions with improvements and minor changes: manufacturing, distribution, and sales."
Explanation: To my mind, there should be an accurate and systemized monthly infographic lifecycle and history reporting system for reregistered inventions with improvements and minor
changes in place, similar to the project management - from start to finish. Moreover, there should
be an opportunity for crowd writing feedback, ghostwriting FAQs, and social networks
collaboration. Finally, there should be an option for clients to group, sort, and manipulate data to
achieve a narrower and more precise query results.

Sincerely,
______________
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